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Unbundling – Coming Soon

What Can We Learn From Industry Evolution Abroad?
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WHAT IS BUNDLING AND WHAT ARE THE PRIMARY CONCERNS?

Bundled Commissions: Traditional Model

▪ Asset manager pays for research using “excess” client commissions (e.g., “execution-only” rate of 

1cent/share and “research” rate of 3 cents/share for a “total” commission of 4 cents/share)

▪ Consumers of research may be compelled by research provider to pay for research using trading 

commissions.

▪ Asset managers have historically not precisely valued research services.
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Unbundled Commissions refer to separating execution and research payments.

*** “Unbundling” does not mean research payments from the asset manager’s P&L****
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Total Commission Spending Research Commission Spending

Equity commissions are very cyclical. Historically, the research component of the commission has mirrored this.

Bundled Commissions – Broker Vote
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GENESIS OF THE DEBATE – BUNDLED COMMISSIONS

Same research services – vastly different prices paid by asset managers in different years….

… and deducted from asset owner returns.

This was the “problem” the UK regulators 

were trying to solve.

FSA required managers to unbundle

trading and research payments and to 

have finite ex-ante research budgets in 

2014.

Research budgets no longer determined

by equity turnover.
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Options:  1. “Bundled Broker Vote” Approach   2.  Research Budgeting – Research Comm. Y1 +3.5% p.a.

BUNDLED VERSUS UNBUNDLED COMMISSIONS – RESEARCH PAYMENTS 

Key Assumptions:  

AUM $32 Billion  ~8% annual return, ~4% annual inflows, portfolio turnover 0.6X – Research Comm. = 4 Bps

$ Mlns.

Research Spending

CAGR ~15%

CAGR 3.5%

Year 6 Differential:  $12.3 million

Cumulative Differential:  ~$33 million

In the Unbundled environment there

has to be alternative way to determine 

top-line research budgets – other than

equity turnover.
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Bundled commissions can offset 

the performance benefits of TCA
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TAKEAWAYS

▪ Unbundling is here to stay.  It’s no more likely to disappear than algorithmic 

trading.

▪ Irrespective of rules, asset owners are increasingly insisting on either not 

paying for research or getting enhanced disclosure if they are.

▪ For managers, consider focusing on separating research and trading decisions 

on the front end → Best Execution.

• Consider Commission Sharing Arrangements (CSAs). 

• For research consumers, consider establishing procedures to value research 

services and disclose to clients, if costs passed through.  

• Asset owners and managers should work together → Both want strong performance.

• Learn from the obvious lessons of other markets.


